Welcome to our cottage-guests
Prices and check-in: Cottage “Sjövilla”, 9 beds, 12.000kr-19.000kr/week. Cottage “Sjöstuga x2”, 9 beds, 12.00019.000kr/week. Check-in past 4pm. Check-out until 10am.
Booking- and Payment-policy: Your reservation is binding. Your stay at our cottages requires an advance-deposit of
20% and the full payment must be made six weeks before your arrival. Cancellations must be made at least 30 days
before your planned arrival. Timely cancellation will incur a fee amounting to the 20%-deposit. Cancellations made
later than 30 days before your arrival will incur a cancellation fee of the whole reservation's charge.
Beds, sheets and cleaning: There are blankets and cushions for everyone in the house. You bring your own sheets
and towels, or you can rent these for a charge of 100kr/set. It is prohibited to use sleeping-bags in our cottages.
Cottage-guests are cleaning the house before their departure. You have the option to order a final cleanup from us,
for a charge of 1.600kr. If no cleaning is carried out we charge you for the double cleaning-fee.
Important: We want to offer a calm and relaxing stay to all our guests. We also show great respect for all those who
live at Ödevata permanently, and we strive to be good neighbours. It is therefore not allowed to play high music.
Everyone should be able to sleep peacefully at 11pm without being disturbed. You are allowed to bring your pets
for a fee, and we request you kindly to announce your pet when booking. Smoking is prohibited indoors. You leave
a damage deposit to us at your arrival, and if something breaks or wears out more than normal our guests see to
replace the object's actual value.
Fishing rules: You must follow the local fishing rules. We inform you about the details in written form and are at
your disposal if you have further questions.
Our farm and the surrounding nature: Ödevata FiskeCamp is a property in the middle of the wilderness. We are
careful with this unique environment so that all our guests can enjoy this place in the future. Our farm-animals love
some company, but please go easy on them. Your dogs are welcome everywhere when put on a leash.
Please use the available outdoor-grills for BBQ. Think of safety first, by placing a water-bucket close to the fire and
avoid liquid accelerants. You can even use your own grill on the cottage's premises or on the appropriate BBQspots. Open fire is only allowed in appropriate places that we will show you. We encourage our guests to treat
nature with respect and common sense when using the right of public access in Sweden. “Don't disturb, don't
destroy” is the main rule in the wilds and apply to plants, animals, bodies of water, mountains, but also private
estates, gardens, houses etc.
You're welcome to pick mushrooms and berries in the woods. You can also take a swim or a boat if you please. After
all, this is why so many want to visit our fine region. However, we only allow quiet electric driven boats and request
our guests to follow the fishing rules. These can vary from lake to lake and we give you all the information you need.
For your safety: It is mandatory to always use life-vests if you boat on the lake - even for those who are able to
swim. Our reception provides life-jackets and sailing-vests in all sizes. We even encourage non-swimmers to wear
one of these when fishing from shore.

Have a nice holiday in Ödevata!
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